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Posted: Mon May.15.2006 @ 00:30    Post subject: stupid college kids    

Ninja Boy wrote:

It never ceases to amaze me, the oxymoronic views of the liberal left. Even there chant: "Richmond
united can never be divided" we flawed in a huge way seeing as how Richmonders were on both sides of 
the issue.

No you didn’t screw up in realising how many there were on the pro-illegal alien side. Most of the pro-illegal people 
were dumb college kids and some brain dead 1960’s hippies. The hippies that were against us were the ones that have 
dropped out of society. They have nothing to fight for, which is why they’re with the stupid leftist college kids, which 
also have nothing to fight for, since mommy and daddy pay for everything. 

People that have a stake in a society are the ones that will fight to keep it. It’s evident everywhere... 

Illegal aliens that don’t want to be shipped back to Mejico (read: Meh-he-co) are the ones who came out in huge groups 
in the Southwest and West. Most Americans didn’t know what was going on because they were fat and happy watching 
tv, or were too busy working to come to an event, or they just weren’t aware of it. 

Everything is hitting the fan now, and most Americans are waking up to the invasion from Mexico. Sadly most 
politicans are thinking a few months behind even the slowest to awaken Americans. 

I think we’ll get thru this as we’ve done before many times, though it won’t be easy. It will involve people to drop 
being party-line in politics and to go after people’s ideas and their results. 

Tho I’ll make some predictions about President Bush’s speech for tomorrow (5.15.2006) night and the immediate 
future. 

1. He won’t say it but he’s gonna push for amnesty since they’re just doing jobs and bringing in diseases that 
"Americans won’t/can’t do themselves" 

2. GWB will SAY he’ll put troops on the border, but it’ll be a sham and won’t be funded, or any troops on the border 
will be about as useful as the school bus Safety Patrol. (just cammo pants, no guns, no authority to do jackshit) 

3. Vincente Fox of Mexico will cry, and GWB since he’s a compassionate RINO, he’ll withdraw the troops. 

4. More illegal aliens will swamp the Southwest and things will get worse. 

5. GWB’s Poll numbers will drop to 10% or less and stay that way, unless some good stuff is reported by the Lefty 
media about the War on Islamic Terrorism. 

6. The Dems will gain 5 to 10 seats in the U.S. House due to GWB’s incompetence. 

--- 

I hope I’m completely wrong, but I have about as much faith in GWB doing what’s right for American citizens as I 
have in the tooth fairy being a real entity.
_________________
http://blog.insanehippie.net 
http://www.boldconservative.com 
A proud Red State Conservative, and Un-Reconstructed Southerner! 
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God Bless the Troops. 
"Why not the Time Cube?" The only reason is educated stupidity. -TimeCube.com
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